
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Wing Leader 
  

"Always be a first-rate 

version of yourself, instead of 

a second-rate version of 

somebody else. ~Judy Garland” 

 

What a dedicated group we 

have. Even in the heat of 

summer our volunteers come 

out to the hangar or go 

barnstorming with the Wing. 

Work continues in and 

around the hanger with 

various projects for the 

members. The Navion restoration is 

progressing nicely under the supervision of 

Ulf Brynjenstad. The PT-19 restoration is 

progressing with the center section on a 

work stand now. Team members under the 

direction of project manager Ed Vessley and 

Jim Placette will begin to replacing broken 

wooden ribs and preparing the section for 

reskinning. 

 

Aircraft maintenance seems to have become 

a continuous project given that the Wing has 

five aircraft we are maintaining. We are 

continuing to evolve as a growing Wing with 

increasing activities. There is something for 

everybody to do. If you would like to help 

out, ask one of the staff members and we 

will point you in the right direction. Oh, you 

tried that already and got nowhere? We 

apologize if we seem to pass you by, it’s not 

intentional. Sometimes we get busy 

especially on Saturdays and new members 

can accidentally be ignored. Please keep 

coming back and eventually you will see 

something to do or someone will ask you for 

help. The next thing you know, you will be 

roped into the magic that happens at the 

hangar.   

 

Wings Over Houston airshow is coming up 

on October 20-21. There is also an 

abbreviated show on Friday October 19. In 

addition to being a whole bunch of fun, the 

airshow is a major fundraiser for the three 

Houston area CAF groups: Houston Wing, 

Gulf Coast Wing and Tora Group. 

Volunteers are needed by the airshow to help 

out in many areas. Several longtime group 

volunteers are ‘retiring’ this year and 

Executive Director Bill Roach is urgently 

looking for replacements. The Houston 

Wing receives the majority of the airshow 

proceeds; hence we as a group need to 

contribute our fair share of volunteers. The 

proceeds from the airshow help our wing 

 

 

         

Slips & 
Skids August 2018 



 

 

fund the aircraft and hangar projects. 

Without the airshow, Houston Wing would 

not have been able to expand to the new lot. 

This is the time to step up and earn our 

money. Don’t be shy; it’s only one weekend 

out of your life. There will be the usual pre 

airshow work day on Saturday September 15 

starting at 8:00 at the storeroom on the south 

west side of Ellington Field. All wing 

members are encouraged come down and 

help clean out ice chests and prepare other 

items for the airshow. The Houston Wing 

will have our dog tag trailer, L-39 cockpit 

trailer and three PXs. If you can spare one 

day or even part of a day and you don’t have 

an assignment, please contact Susan Vaculik 

This is our major fundraiser for the year so 

now is the time to step up and help out.  

 

 
Wing cadets Adrian Sisso and Chris Dunin 

clean up the meeting room’s model aircraft. 

 

Keep ‘em flying, be safe and have some fun! 

Stan-  

 

 

Eyes On the Horizon!  

August 4 
Museum Weekend 

 

August 18 

Museum Weekend 

 

August 19 
Wing Meeting 2pm 

 

 
      

   

Houston Wing Elections   

2018 
 

Three offices are up for election this year, and 

we need nominees.  The positions are: 

 

 Executive Officer  

 Finance Officer  

 Adjutant   

 

 



 

 

Wing Elections Continued… 

 

To be eligible to vote, you must be a member 

in good standing (National and Wing Dues 

paid) for at least thirty days prior to the 

election.  Auxiliary and Cadet members are 

not eligible to vote in elections. 

 

If you would like to nominate someone, 

please email Colonel Howard Quoyeser at: 

QUOYEHL@yahoo.com 

 
*You will find a description from the Unit Handbook 

for each position on the last page of this Newsletter. 

 

Operations Update 

 Houston Wing continued to 

support the rides program both 

at West Houston and at Hooks 

airport in conjunction with the 

B-17 Texas Raiders.  It takes 

more than pilots and planes to 

make barnstorming happen and we really 

appreciate the volunteer support for “meet 

and greet” and PX support.  We are planning 

on adding some training next ground school 

for other folks besides the pilots. 

 

Our rides coordinator, Robert Plunkett, 

continues to work scheduling to line up 

planes, pilots, and riders.  With a few more 

ride pilots we could really get efficient at 

this!   

 

July included EAA Oshkosh and many 

Houston Wing members were there.  I was 

flying, going to briefings, and meeting with 

many of our CAF co-workers.  I apologize if 

we passed each other and I didn’t get to chat 

with each of you.  The show this year 

included a focus on North American 

Aviation built aircraft and in particular, the 

80th Anniversary of the T-6 Texan design. 

We had a 41 airplane T-6 flyover with 

fighters and bombers in the air 

simultaneously.  I hope many of you got to 

be there. 

   

Thanks again for your support for Wing 

Operations in 2018! -Nathan 
 

 

Marketing Report 
Y’all ready to have 

some fun?  

FUNdraising that is.  

The HW marketing 

department has been 

busy dreaming up ideas for the new hangar 

fund.  Do you have any ideas?  

One event that we are excited to announce is 

the ‘Dinner with Patton’ event.  Friday 

December 7th we are hosting a new (to us) 

event of worldly proportions.  As you may 

have guessed it world famous General 

George Patton re-enactor, Denny Hair will 

be entertaining the troops and helping us 

raise money for our hangar.  It will be a sit-

down dinner event.  We are still working out 

the pricing and other details and we’ll get 

that intel to you as soon as we know it.  We 

might even have a surprise in store for you, 

stay tuned.    

 

The marketing department also has its long-

range glasses on and is assisting the hangar 

dance committee with graphics, marketing 

and social media effort to make the event 

mailto:QUOYEHL@yahoo.com


 

 

more profitable for the wing.  In addition to 

the hangar dance we’re busy looking forward 

to the 2019 Warbird Weekend.  Warbird 

Weekend has been set for April 13/14, make 

plans now to be there and have fun with your 

favorite CAF wing in the whole wide world.   

 

By the time you read this we should be 

submitting our fall flyover proposals and 

getting ready for the October airshow 

season.  Anyone want to go to New Orleans 

and Dallas?  Let me know and we’ll get you 

passes.  Our cat has already asked Nathan for 

the first backseat available. 

The journey continues………Sam Bulger 
 
 

Maintenance 
Greetings once again from the 

busy Houston Wing HQ at 

hangar B5. Maintenance is an 

ongoing effort still.  

 

Currently the AT-6 has an oil 

leak to deal with, a cable to 

make and install, and her cowling to repair. 

The BT-13 made a flight test of the low fuel 

pressure warning system, and it finally 

worked correctly. The oil pressure also has 

been adjusted.  

 

The N3N is waiting on a test pilot to check 

the tail wheel shimmy issue. More work can 

be done if necessary. 

 

The PT-19 center section is now to be done 

mostly at B5 and with the help of Craig 

Pridgeon, a very sturdy stand is being made 

out of the old Navion fuselage support. Craig 

will also be helping with the wood repairs to 

the center section, and I welcome his expert 

wood working skills to the job. Aside from 

that, the fuselage wood components are 

being fitted and drilled. Then they will be 

sent out for final varnish with Ed Veseley. 

 

Thanks to the ones who turned out for fabric 

class in July. We did not have all the time we 

needed to do much, so I plan on another shot 

in September. I will set a date and have it in 

the next newsletter. 

 

The big 

project, 

the C-60 

annual is 

wrapping 

up. Many 

small 

repairs 

and upgrades have gone into this inspection. 

Also an attempt to stem the fuel leaks in the 

forward tanks was done. I doubt this will be 

all the trips into the wings though. Primarily, 

I worked on control systems, as the engines 

and props are doing well. I replaced all main 

control pulleys in the control cable tunnel 

under the flooring. I also removed all tail 

trim and booster rods and worked over the 

rod end bearings and repainted all the rods. I 

also standardized and corrected hardware 

issues. The Lockheed will be on jacks on the 

4th, and that will complete all inspections. 



 

 

As we all know the poor Lockheed has been 

a victim of the FAA for 3 years now. I had 

thought that would be over by now, but no 

such luck. The battle continues, but I thought 

since this is the month the plane first flew 

with the then West Houston Squadron, I 

would let you all in on some history with the 

C-60 and our unit. 

 

I arrived in Feb 

2011 and was 

immediately 

drafted into the 

C-60 project 

by Ulf. Seems 

the project had come to a stop due to some 

undocumented ADs that were discovered and 

some things that needed to be repaired. I got 

right to work on the plane as this was not the 

first L-18 I had touched. She is actually the 

third. Things picked up speed in the summer 

of 2011, and the plane was outside for run ups 

and taxi tests. Next big challenge was finding 

a pilot. The first man decided not to go, so we 

searched the US and found the wonderful 

pilot Aubie Pearman. He was ready and 

willing to 

fly our C-60 

as he has an 

L-18 of his 

own. We 

finally 

decided the 

plane was 

ready to fly on 26 Aug 2011. And so that was 

the first test flight of our C-60. She had a few 

problems to deal with afterwards, but was a 

success. Repairs were made, and the plane 

flew again without trouble. Our sights were 

set on Wings Over Houston. That was the first 

incident with the plane. Much to our surprise 

back at IWS, reports from EFD said our plane 

was on fire. Turns out it was only a minor 

error on the 

pilot, he ran 

the engine out 

of gas, and 

the tail pipe 

oil smoked 

after shut 

down. The 

picture is how 

our Lockheed made it to the ramp at WOH 

2011. The plane was checked out, and there 

no problems with it. Things picked up in 2012 

with the plane going to Tyler in the summer 

and the 1940's air museum. Then the big show 

was WOH 2012. The plane made her first 

flight at WOH and some great pictures are 

taken during that show. Things really get 

moving in 

2013 with the 

plane headed 

to Hondo, 

Texas and 

Topeka, 

Kansas. The 

photo is in Kansas with our friend Scott 

Glover. In 2014 the plane hits her stride and 

finds herself in Lubbock, Texas at the Silent 

Wing Museum, and then off to Thunder Over 

Michigan up in Yipsilanti. In 2015 we qualify 

plane and pilots for parachute jumps, and so 

at Wings Over Houston 2015, things come to 

a screeching halt. And that brings us to today. 

I hope this shows you what the Lockheed can 

do and will do again. And I didn't even 

mention us being lead bomber in 

Midland…….Jim 
(C-60 Photo Credits: Susan and Lucio) 



 

 

Social Media Report 

Despite all of the negative news lately about 

Facebook, we are still doing really well with 

our followers.  Our numbers continue to 

climb and we are beginning to see some fruit 

from our labors.  While conducting an 

informal poll of our museum visitors, the 

percentage of those who heard about us on 

Facebook continues to rise.  I would say that 

we are at about 45%.     

 

We have been promoting the museum days on 

Facebook as a Hangar Hang Out.  We wanted 

to give this new name a try, and we think it 

working.  Check this out: 

 

 

 

Comments like those are EXACTLY what we 

are going for! 

 

Our next idea to attract more visitors is to ask 

our members who have their own Warbird to 

sign up to bring their plane in for a Hangar 

Hang Out.  If we could feature one plane a 

month, it would give our organization more 

attention, not to mention some bragging time 

for our members and their cool planes!  Please 

see me at our next meeting or email me if you 

would be willing to participate in this event. 

-Brian  

 
Museum Moment 

Horrors of War – Bubble Gum Cards 

(1938) 

Our Museum has a unique new exhibit 

devoted to a little-known aspect of World 

War II – the bubble gum cards issued by Gum, 

Inc. under the auspices of its founder, Jacob 

W. Bowman. 

Jacob Bowman (1895 – 1962) was an 

entrepreneur and risk-taker who entered the 

bubble gum business in 1927 by 

incorporating Gum, Inc. in Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania.  Within two years, his BLONY 

bubble gum became the largest selling bubble 

gum in the United States, primarily because, 

at a jeweler’s weight of 210 grains, it was the 

largest piece of bubble gum which could be 

sold for a penny.  

By 1936 BLONY had a 60% share of 

the bubble gum market.  Bowman had noticed 

that his competitors were having significant 

success selling gum with cards and thus 

decided to enter the card market.  His first 

card set, G-Men and Heroes of Law 

Enforcement, issued in 1936, was modestly 

successful.  Numerous other card sets 

followed, examples of which are in the 

museum’s collection. 



 

 

During the 1930s numerous conflicts 

raged around the world, the Sino-Japanese 

War, the Japanese invasion of Manchuria and 

the Spanish Civil War, to name a few.  World 

War I was only twenty years in the past and 

still fresh in the public mind. Isolationism and 

a desire for peace prevailed in much of 

America.  There was little support for the 

United States to become involved in any 

foreign hostilities. 

In 1937, upon hearing a radio broadcast 

detailing atrocities committed in various 

ongoing wars, Bowman conceived the idea of 

depicting these wartime events on bubble 

gum cards.  In 1938 Gum, Inc. issued a 288-

card “Horrors of War” set, an astonishing 

commercial success with over 100 million 

printed.  The cards are unsparing in depicting 

the brutality of war, particularly atrocities 

committed by the Japanese military in China, 

but including the Spanish Civil War, the 

Italian invasion of Ethiopia and later cards 

about Nazi Germany.   The artwork is colorful 

and vivid, and the images are shocking.  

Typical examples of these cards include ones 

depicting the sinking of the American 

gunboat Panay and the shelling of a movie 

theater crowd in Madrid shown below.  Each 

card has a detailed description of the scene 

depicted on the back of the card.   These cards 

were endorsed by the people in the U.S. who 

wanted to stay out of wars and each card 

ended with the following quote, “To Know 

the HORRORS OF WAR is to want 

PEACE”.        

    

 

U. S. S. Panay is Attacked by the Japanese 

Not surprisingly, these cards were 

controversial for their graphic depiction of 

violence and perceived emphasis on Japanese 

atrocities. Japanese-Americans were 

offended, and the Japanese government 

lodged a formal protest with the US State 

Department.  Rejection of the protest led to 

Bowman being declared an “enemy of Japan” 

by the Japanese government and being forced 

to close his lucrative bubble gum factory 

there. 

 



 

 

               

 

Movie-Crowds are Caught by Rebel Shells 

As the U.S. became more involved in 

the upcoming war, Gum Inc. issued other 

more war-related card sets, examples of 

which are displayed in the museum’s binder, 

as follows:  

1. In 1939 a set of 144 cards titled 

“War News” tracking events in the 

European war. (The first 48 cards in 

this set were in black and white.) 

 

2. In 1939 a set of 48 cards titled 

“World in Arms”.  These colorful 

cards feature the arsenals and 

preparations by several different 

countries in preparation for World 

War II.  The back of the cards 

feature a short description printed in 

black on the scene being depicted 

on the front of the card which 

included the tagline "Can America 

Maintain Peace with THE 

WORLD IN ARMS?" 

 

3. In 1941 the “Uncle Sam” and 

“Home Defense” set of 144 bubble 

gum cards, composed of two 

subsets.  The “Uncle Sam” subset, 

cards #1 through #96, features 

various scenes depicting aspects of 

the various branches of service and 

the “Home Defense” subset, cards 

#97 through #144, features scenes 

depicting civilian activities on the 

home front. 

 

4. In 1941 the “War Gum” set of 132 

cards similar to their Horrors of War 

cards, although the images are much 

tamer and focus more on the 

bravery of the allied soldiers than 

the atrocities of the enemy.  The 

cards depict various war events, 

generals, and heroes.  The backs 

remind us to "Buy War Bonds and 

Stamps for VICTORY." 

Card production ceased during the War, then 

resumed in 1948 under the corporate name 

Bowman Gum Company.  Bowman was 

eventually bought out by Topps, which 

continues to issue cards today, primarily 

devoted to sports, under the Bowman name. 



 

 

Come to our museum to view this unique 

exhibit displayed in a binder on the table. 

-Chuck Waters 

 

 

 

Museum Outreach 
On Tuesday, Wednesday and 

Thursday, the 19th through 21st of June, Chuck 

Waters and Jim Buser went to Seven Lakes 

High School in Katy to publicize the Wing’s 

field trip program for 5th grade students.  

Their presentation was one of some 50 classes 

offered during the three-day Literacy City 

Workshop attended by some 200 Katy ISD 

elementary grade teachers.  The program was 

the end result of extensive planning by the 

museum staff, ably assisted by Mona Macías 

who is the educational coach from Pattison 

Elementary School and who coordinated the 

Wing’s appearance at this event. 

 The program itself was a multi-media 

presentation, consisting of the CAF 

introductory video, several slides, videos of 

the Katy ISD field trip to our museum in May 

and of the That’s All Brother restoration, all 

supplemented by descriptive remarks by 

Chuck and Jim, emphasizing the educational 

mission of the CAF.  Mona made a 

presentation of the specific state educational 

requirements addressed by the field trip 

experience.  A number of exhibits from the 

museum were made available, and time was 

taken at the end of the hour for the teachers to 

examine and discuss these artifacts.  We also 

developed an 8 page color brochure about our 

hangar and museum, highlighting our past 

Katy ISD field trips that we gave to all 

teachers who attended our presentation. 

              

        

 

     



 

 

             

            

 

 One class session was offered on 

Tuesday and two each on Wednesday and 

Thursday.  Teachers were free to sign up for 

any of the classes offered, so attendance was 

initially small but increased on Wednesday 

and Thursday as the word of the unique nature 

of the presentation spread.  All who attended 

were most enthusiastic and appreciative.  

Several asked for contact information for the 

purpose of scheduling field trips this fall.  

Mona dressed in fatigues, with cap, and baked 

cookies from a WWII recipe, providing 

authentic touches.  The walls of the classroom 

were lined with many books from her 

extensive library of books about WWII. 

            

 

 The Wing Museum’s appearance at 

Seven Lakes was a most positive experience 

for the Wing and the teachers who attended.  

We can look forward to a number of Katy ISD 

field trips to the hangar and museum this fall 

as a result.  –Chuck Waters        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 Helpful Hangar Hints 

 

1. It gets hot around the hangar in the 

summer months, so be sure to stay hydrated.  

There are cold waters in the fridge, please 

take one whenever you need it.  Consider 

donating a package of waters to help keep 

the Fridge full. 
 

2. Do you know where the nearest fire 

extinguisher, AED, or first aid kit are 

located?  Take some time to find where they 

are located in the hangar in case of an 

emergency. 
 

3. Please remember to clean up after yourself 

in the O Club, meeting room, bathroom, or 

hangar.  We want to keep our facility 

presentable at all times. Thank you. 
 

4. How do I get involved with the airshow?  

Make sure to attend our monthly meetings at 

the hangar so that you have your chance to 

sign up! 

 

5.  Remember that during Museum Days, we 

ask that you park in the Remax parking lot 

so that we save our parking spots for our 

guests.  Thank You.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

       
 

-August 19: Wing Meeting 

begins at 2:00pm  

 

-Lunch Menu: Let’s have a 

good old fashioned Pot Luck this 

month.  Bring your absolute 

favorite dish to share.  Don’t 

forget about dessert!! Yum! 

 

-Remember to drink lots of water 

while working around the hangar. 

Make sure members around you 

are drinking some water too. 



 

 

Just Plane Fun! 
(Summer Vacation Photos) 

 

 
Nathan Harnagel: Tuesday Warbird Show  

Oshkosh 

 

 
Nathan Harnagel: Warbird Alley T-6 

 

 
John Cotter: Bet you can’t do this! 

 

 
Nathan Harnagel: Warbird Alley 

 

 
John Cotter: Helldiver Fun 

Oshkosh 



 

 

 
John Cotter: Sweet Ride 

 

 
Greg Young: YL-15 Scout 

Oshkosh 2018 

 

 
Greg Young: Oshkosh Formation 

 

 
Greg Young: Taylorcraft TG-6 Glider 

 
Brian Kosior: Please exit the Rear. 

Heathrow (Paris to London. Jetway broken) 



 

 

Staff Directory 
 

Wing Leader  

Col Stan Turner 

wingleader@houstonwing.org  

 

Executive Officer  

Col Frank Vargas  

exec@houstonwing.org  

 

Adjutant  

Col Craig Pridgeon 

adjutant@houstonwing.org 

 

Cadet Program Officer  

Col Jim Placette  

cadets@houstonwing.org  

 

Development Officer  

Col Sam Bulger 

development@houstonwing.org  

 

Finance Officer  

Col Tammi Lockwood  

finance@houstonwing.org  

 

Maintenance Officer  

Col Jim Placette  

maintenance@houstonwing.org 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Museum and Education Officer  

Col Sam Hoynes  

museum@houstonwing.org  

 

Marketing Officer 

Col Sam Bulger 

marketing@houstonwing.org 

  

Operations Officer  

Col Nathan Harnagel  

ops@houstonwing.org 

 

Personnel Officer  

Col Tammi Lockwood 

membership@houstonwing.org  

 

Public Information Officer  

Col Brian Kosior 

editor@houstonwing.org  

 

PX Officer  

Col Susan Vaculik  

px@houstonwing.org  

 

Safety Officer  

Col Michael Kannapel 

safety@houstonwing.org 

 

Rides Coordinator 

Col Robert Plunket 

rides@houstonwing.org  
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*Unit Handbook Description of Officer 

Roles  

 

 Executive Officer  
The Executive Officer is the Assistant to the 

Unit Leader and will act in his/her place 

during their absence. This officer should 

have similar qualities to the leader: 

• background in military or business 

management • ability for good public 

appearance • adept at public speaking • a 

positive demeanor • preferably have a 

background in aviation 

 

Specific duties include: 

• current knowledge of CAF rules and 

regulations • meeting facilities • Unit socials 

• other duties as may be assigned by the Unit 

Leader 

 

This officer may be appointed on an annual 

basis by the Unit Leader and serves as a 

voting member of the Unit Staff. However, if 

the Unit Leader chooses to appoint the 

Executive Officer, the Unit Leader sacrifices 

his regular voting privilege and can vote 

only in the case of a tie. If the Executive 

Officer is duly elected, the Unit Leader 

retains his/her usual voting privileges. 

 

Finance Officer  
The Finance Officer shall have charge of all 

Unit funds collected, keep accurate records 

of such funds, and is responsible for Unit 

compliance with all CAF regulations, 

policies and directives that relate to financial 

matters. He/she shall submit to CAF 

Headquarters, in a timely manner, all 

required reports. This officer insures that all 

monies and property donated shall become 

the property of the Commemorative Air 

Force, Inc., and used in accordance with 

CAF policies. A CAF Unit may be 

disbanded for failure to provide accurate and 

timely financial reports to Headquarters. 

 

Specific duties include coordination of 

membership files with collection of dues, 

and payment of approved Unit debts. He/she 

shall determine voting eligibility of members 

prior to Unit elections. He/she oversees 

finances of all Unit projects, submits Unit 

records for audit on an annual basis, and 

communicates with CAF Headquarters 

through the Secretary/Treasurer. Their 

signature plus one more authorized Unit staff 

officer’s will appear on all Unit checks. See 

the Unit Finance Guide for detailed 

information. Also see Paragraph F of this 

Section, Unit Financial Policy. 

  

Adjutant Officer 
The Adjutant Officer shall record and 

maintain the permanent minutes of all Unit 

Staff meetings. They shall maintain suitable 

correspondence files concerning the business 

and activities of the Unit and assure that all 

required Unit reports are submitted to CAF 

Headquarters in a timely fashion. Further, 

they shall assist the Unit in the timely 

preparation and dissemination of such 

correspondence of a general nature. In 

coordination with the Finance Officer, he/she 

shall maintain the Unit personnel records. 

He/She shall advise the Headquarters’ 

Membership Department of any changes of 

the Unit membership, and on a semi-annual 

(January and July) basis provide a roster of 

Unit members for verification and updating. 


